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Vision Proofing
Automatically Confirms
Resin Connections
Close the efficiency gap in material handling by ensuring that
source-to-destination connections are correct before conveying
the wrong material to the wrong location.
The patented new Material Vision Proofing (MVP) System is
easily added to Conair Resin Selection Stations and interfaces
with loading controls to assure that routing decisions set at the
control panel are made correctly, before material is allowed to
flow. An automatic, traveling camera works with the loading
control to make sure it can “see” the chosen connection with
no wires, special sensors, or couplings. An incorrect connection
inhibits material flow and signals an alarm. The press of a button
tells the operator where the connection should go.

Resin Selection Station (RSS)
equipped with MVP System

Wireless Video Camera Proofs Resin Connections
With RSS tube stubs simplified into slim,
rugged connectors, the MVP takes care of
validating connections with an industrial
camera that automatically double-checks
that connections match the control settings.
The Material Vision Proofing System and Resin
Selection Station integrate seamlessly via
an Ethernet connection to Conair's
FLX-128 Plus conveying control to make
source to destination resin routing simple,
and then uses a scanning industrial camera to
automatically validate that connections have
been made properly.
The secret is in the simple rings on the tubing
stubs that uniquely identify each destination
to the control system. The MVP camera sees
and understands these simple ring codes and
knows which port on the RSS it should be
plugged into. If a tube stub is not found where
it should be, or a stub is found in the wrong
port, the MVP alerts the conveying control
system to prevent resin movement through
the incorrect path and triggersan alarm to
alert the operator to correct the connection.

`` Connections simplified
The simple, rugged, coded connector is easily plugged into the table with no wires, 		
sensors, or special orientation.
`` Proof your conveying
The MVP camera verifies that connections match routing choices made in the 		
conveying control by “seeing” which connector is where. Incorrect connections sound
an alarm and prevent conveying.
`` Accommodate one or two RSS tables
MVPs are available in single and double widths and may be used in multiples to 		
accommodate system needs.
`` Safe, solid, reliable
The MVP’s moving camera is fully enclosed in a slim yet rugged housing, protecting 		
the industrial camera from damage. It has no pinch points, no exposed moving parts,
and is not sensitive to dust.
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Specifications
Model MVP - 6

A

C

B

Model MVP - 12

A

B

Model

C

MVP-6-S

MVP-6-L

MVP-12-S

MVP-12-L

Performance characteristics
Maximum number materials

6

6

12

12

Specification Notes
* Dimensions may vary depending on your RSS model
specifics.
†

Larger line sizes have fewer ports per fantail.
S models accommodate line sizes of 2.25 inches
{57 mm} and smaller with six ports in each vertical
row. L models accommodate line sizes of 2.5 inches
{64 mm} with five ports in each vertical row.

‡

FLA data for reference purposes only. Does not include
any options or accessories on equipment. For 		
full FLA detail for power circuit design of specific 		
machines and systems, refer to the electrical 		
diagrams of the equipment order and the nameplate
applied to the machine.

Dimensions inches {cm} *
A - Height

74.63 {190}

B - Width

64.44 {164}

C - Depth
Line size† inches {cm}
Approximate weight

1.75 {4.45} to 2.50 {6.35}
lb {kg}

Shipping
Voltage

113.38 {288}
52.94 {134}

690 {313}
Full load amps

1100 {499}

‡

120

< 15

Specifications may change without notice. Consult
with a Conair representative for the most current 		
information.

Control
The MVP is controlled by Conair’s
state-of-the-art conveying control, the
FLX-128 Plus. In addition to control at
those platforms, the MVP features a
4-inch HMI at the machine for quick
display of what connections are made and
for simple visual display/ instruction when
a tube needs to change position.
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